
About the Speaker
Ronna Dermitt spent 23 years imaging breasts using mammography. She often
wondered, “How can I help these women who come in year after year for imaging and
then one day end up with breast cancer?” After many years of research and training
as well as experience in integrative care, Ronna has become savvy on the topic of
preventing breast cancer. She is an engaging, energetic speaker sharing vital advice
on breast health. She brings to light the misconception most women have that today’s
conventional standard of breast care is actually preventing breast cancer. She’ll share
with you the best kept secrets on what you really need to know to prevent getting
cancer in the first place.

The 5 Woman Approved Health Secrets About BreastsThe 5 Woman Approved Health Secrets About Breasts

Would you rather prevent cancer, or fight the cancer? Today’s conventional standard of care does not

give you the information and tools you need to actually prevent getting breast cancer. Join Ronna

and learn:

How simple lifestyle and diet actions can significantly decrease your risk of getting breast cancer.

By as much as 300% in most cases.

Ronna will change how you think about your breasts and

your health.
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The difference between a mammography and thermography and why both are important.

The importance of using early assessment tools to learn your

risk level early enough so that you can do something about

prevention.

The unspoken truth about breast cancer statistics.

How you can discover and deal with underlying causes that

may be putting you at a higher risk  of getting breast cancer.

And more...

Ronna Dermitt, a Certified Lifestyle Educator, is a practitioner with Alternative Health Atlanta. Ronna was an x-ray technician for 23
years before she decided to move into integrative care where she was exposed to thermal breast imaging. She was directly trained in
thermal breast imaging by Alex Mostovoy, an IACT certified thermologist. She has been providing thermography services and lifestyle
educationsince 2008.

Web: AlternativeHealthAtlanta.com/breast-health

Email: BreastHealth@AlternativeHealthAtlanta.com
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